The design study of PROTO-SPHERA, a novel compact torus configuration, has been completed. It is composed of a spherical torus (ST) (with closed flux surfaces) and a force-free screw pinch (SP) (with open flux surfaces and fed by electrodes). PROTO-SPHERA is formed at spherical-tokamak-like densities (∼10 19 m −3 ) with low voltage (∼200 V) between the electrodes. The idea of replacing the metal centrepost current (I tf ) of the spherical tokamaks with the SP plasma electrode current (I e ) is aimed mainly at getting rid of the rod at the centre of the plasma configuration, which is the most critical component of spherical tokamak design. As a consequence it should be possible to decrease the aspect ratio A = R/a (R = ST major radius, a = ST minor radius) in the course of experiment and to increase the ratio between the toroidal plasma current (I ST ) and the plasma electrode current, I ST /I e 1. Matching two plasma configurations, i.e. an open flux-surface SP and a closed flux-surface ST, brings to life several radically new issues. The purpose of this paper is to analyse the equilibrium, the ideal MHD stability and the formations and modelling issues of such a combined magnetic confinement system. The MULTI-PINCH experimental setup, which is being assembled inside the START vacuum vessel (now in Frascati), will represent the first phase of PROTO-SPHERA: its goal is to prove the feasibility of a stable disc-shaped SP around the electrodes.
Introduction
The most investigated and successful magnetic fusion configurations (tokamaks) are doubly connected: a central post, containing the inner part of the toroidal magnet and the ohmic transformer, links the plasma torus. A simply connected magnetic configuration would strongly simplify the design of a fusion reactor, if its confinement properties become as good as those of the doubly connected configurations. The engineering advantages include the simplification of the confining magnetic field (solenoid), the absence of damage and maintenance of the critical central post and the ease of access to a cylindrical reactor chamber. The physics advantages would be even greater if an edge magnetic separatrix with singular magnetic X-points ( B = 0) were present on the symmetry axis at the two ends of the simply connected configuration: a confinement system with two 'ends' could ease the refuelling/exhausting of the plasma and the emerging field lines could help in controlling the electric potential within the plasma [1] .
The MHD properties of one such magnetic configuration are considered here. The PROTO-SPHERA system [2] , proposed at CR-ENEA Frascati, is a simply connected magnetic configuration, composed of a spherical torus (ST) (with closed flux surfaces and toroidal plasma current I ST ) and of a hydrogen plasma arc, in the form of a screw pinch fed by electrodes (SP) (with open flux surfaces and plasma electrode current I e ), (see figure 1) . In PROTO-SPHERA the screw pinch replaces the central conductor of a spherical tokamak. Such a combined plasma configuration has been devised theoretically under the name 'bumpy Z-pinch' [3] or 'flux-core-spheromak' (FCS) [4] . The SP and ST have a common embedded magnetic separatrix (figure 1) with I ST Figure 1 . Sketch of the PROTO-SPHERA system. regular X-points ( B = 0): resistive instabilities drive magnetic reconnections, injecting magnetic helicity, poloidal flux and plasma current from the electrode-driven SP into the ST and converting into plasma kinetic energy a fraction of the injected magnetic energy. The SP is magnetically given a disc-shape near each electrode, with a singular magnetic X-point ( B = 0) on the symmetry axis.
The physical bases used in the design of PROTO-SPHERA and of its first step MULTI-PINCH are illustrated, respectively, in sections 2 and 3. The constraints and the assumptions upon the internal plasma profiles, derived from theory and experiments of direct-current helicity injection, are given in detail in section 4. Section 5 introduces the equilibrium calculations, while section 6 works out the equilibria of the formation and compression sequence. Section 7 deals with the ideal MHD stability of PROTO-SPHERA, and finally section 8 concludes with a summary of the paper.
The PROTO-SPHERA configuration

The electrodes
In order to compare the plasma performances of PROTO-SPHERA with those of a spherical tokamak, the geometrical size and the plasma currents of PROTO-SPHERA have been chosen so that they are very similar to the ones that characterized the pioneering spherical tokamak experiment START [5] , which was built and operated in Culham from 1991 to 1998. PROTO-SPHERA with an electrode plasma current, I e = 60 kA, produces an elongated (κ = b/a ≈ 2.2-2.3) ST of midplane diameter 2R sph ≈70 cm, aspect ratio A ≈ 1.2-1.3, carrying a toroidal current I ST = 120-240 kA. The screw pinch plasma, of midplane diameter 2ρ Pinch (0) ≈ 7 cm, is magnetically shaped as a disc near each modular ring electrode (see figure 2) .
The low voltage (≈200 V) electrodes are the most unconventional items of PROTO-SPHERA. They were designed as modular and are composed of a large number of elementary tubes (≈600) and wound filaments (≈400). The electrodes are made out of refractory metals (hollow gas puffed anodes and directly heated cathodes) and pressed radially into rings: the preliminary PROTO-PINCH electrodes testbench [6] has demonstrated their feasibility.
The main constraint in the physical design of PROTO-SPHERA was the current density at the interface between the SP plasma and the electrodes. In this critical region the maximum electrode plasma current density experimentally demonstrated on PROTO-PINCH was 100 A cm −2 , upon the cross-section of a single emitting filament. However, due to spacing considerations for closely packed emitting filaments, the maximum electrode plasma current density design for PROTO-SPHERA was further limited to j e ≈ 80 A cm −2 . Therefore, at the plasma-cathode interface (which has the shape of a ribbon with radius R EL = 0.4 m and vertical width Z EL ≈ 3.0 cm), the maximum total electrode plasma current was I e = 2πR EL Z EL j e ≈ 60 kA.
The PF coils
A second constraint was the choice of reducing the versatility of the magnetic configuration by grouping the poloidal field (PF) coils surrounding the combined plasma into two sets, each composed of coils connected in series (see figure 3) . The PF shaping coils, which have the task of shaping the SP, compose Group 'B'; their current per turn I 'B' remains fixed during the plasma shot. The PF compression coils, which have the task of compressing the ST, compose Group 'A'; their current per turn I 'A' is variable during the plasma shot.
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As the formation time of the ST is 1 ms, the coils whose variable currents compress the ST are shielded inside thin metal casings (time constant ≈200 µs). On the other hand the coils whose constant currents shape the SP are enclosed inside thick metal casings (time constant 2 ms), in order to stabilize the disc-shaped plasma near the electrodes during the formation of the ST.
A third constraint was in designing the PF coils large enough as to limit the current density flowing inside them. The last two are technical constraints, which serve the purpose of simplifying the design and of reducing the cost of a concept exploration experiment such as PROTO-SPHERA.
Outline of the operation
The START spherical tokamak [5] has been transferred to Frascati (May 2004) and disassembled (October 2004). The START cylindrical vacuum vessel (2.0 m in diameter), slightly extended in the vertical direction to 2.5 m, will contain the load-assembly of PROTO-SPHERA. The anode (top) will be at positive voltage, the PF coils can be floating and the cathode (bottom) will be at ground potential, together with the vessel and the remaining load-assembly. In the presence of a hot cathode the SP (guided by the Group 'B' PF shaping coils) will be formed at an electrode plasma current I e = 8.5 kA, which guarantees MHD stability, as its MHD safety factor will be q SP > 2. Note that for the PROTO-SPHERA configuration q SP is defined along the symmetry axis (poloidal turns/toroidal turns of a field line) and is therefore reversed with respect to q ST defined along the ST magnetic axis (toroidal turns/poloidal turns of a field line).
In the PROTO-SPHERA experiment, raising the electrode plasma current up to I e = 60 kA, the SP becomes unstable, as q SP is much less than one. During the instability the Group 'A' PF compression coils will be switched on and the ST will be generated around the SP, driven in part by the inductive flux of the PF compression coils and in part by helicity injection from the SP. The formation sequence of PROTO-SPHERA will parallel the scheme successfully demonstrated by the TS-3 experiment at the University of Tokyo [7, 8] , which in the early 1990s produced a small ST with I ST = 50 kA around a SP with I e = 40 kA, for at least 80 µs ≈ 100τ A (100 Alfvén times).
The first goal of the PROTO-SPHERA experiment is to compress the ST to the lowest possible aspect ratio (A = 1.2-1.3), in a time of about 1800 Alfvén times (1800τ A ≈1 ms). The second goal is to show that efficient helicity injection can sustain the ST around the SP for at least one resistive time (τ R ≈ 70 ms).
MULTI-PINCH as the first step of PROTO-SPHERA
MULTI-PINCH (see figure 4) is an initial experimental setup devoted to assess and clarify the most critical point of the PROTO-SPHERA experiment from the SP point of view: it explores the breakdown conditions and the pinch stability needed for the first phase of the PROTO-SPHERA discharge, in the presence of the Group 'B' PF shaping coils alone. In particular, in order to avoid the need of water-cooling, MULTI-PINCH produces a SP with reduced current (I e 8.5 kA, q SP ∼ 2) but with the same geometry and linear dimensions as the one of PROTO-SPHERA. Nevertheless, the four pairs of Group 'B' shaping PF coils become fully recovered for PROTO-SPHERA, since they are built ready for water-cooling.
In the Phase I operations of MULTI-PINCH a provisional linear hollow anode (similar to the one used on PROTO-PINCH [6] ) is used, with hydrogen gas fluxed through its holes: therefore, the pinch is 'disc shaped' only in proximity to the annular cathode. The aim of this phase is to test the breakdown, without adding the complication of an annular anode. In Phase II the final PROTO-SPHERA annular anode is also inserted in MULTI-PINCH, in order to obtain the pinch breakdown in the exact PROTO-SPHERA geometry and in order to test the stability of the 'double disc-shaped' SP. The major concern is the possibility that the pinch discharge sticks on the anode surface in some specific toroidal position (arc-anchoring). The arc-anchoring was transiently observed in PROTO-PINCH only when the cathode filaments were heated by a DC current, but vanished after switching to AC current heating. The arcanchoring in PROTO-PINCH transiently reduced the total arc current but did not push the local arc current density beyond its limit. Should a transient arc-anchoring happen, there is sufficient space left in MULTI-PINCH (and in PROTO-SPHERA) to allocate saddle coils that could turn around the arc-anchoring through a rotating magnetic field. The MULTI-PINCH cathode will be the final PROTO-SPHERA cathode but only partially filled with tungsten filament modules ( 54 versus 378); each filament is exactly the same tested on PROTO-PINCH and will deliver its maximum electrode plasma current (150 A). It is the presence of a grounded hot cathode (the only electron emitter in the machine) that forbids any current path shorting the anode to the grounded vessel in PROTO-SPHERA (as it did in PROTO-PINCH): the anode current is really driven by the electrons emitted by the hot cathode.
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Helicity injection in PROTO-SPHERA
Magnetic helicity injection
The Taylor assumption [9] states that the magnetic energy of a plasma decays to the minimum value it can have, subject to the conservation of magnetic helicity, which, for a simply connected volume, bounded by a magnetic surface, is defined as the gauge-invariant integral K = A · BdV . Any initial plasma configuration, in the absence of external volume power sources, will self-organize in a relaxed state ∇ ∧ B = µ B, with a relaxation parameter µ = µ 0 j · B/B 2 = constant all over the plasma, after sufficient time.
A more realistic physical situation of a domain V a containing a magnetized plasma, with open field lines passing through the boundary (whose outward pointing normal unit vector isn a ), offers the opportunity of refurbishing the helicity content of the magnetized plasma. In this situation it is more suitable to define the relative magnetic helicity [10] 
where the vacuum potential field B V = ∇ ∧ A V is determined in V a by ∇ ∧ B V = 0, with boundary conditions B V ·n a = B ·n a . Plasma formation and sustainment can occur if the magnetic helicity can be injected through the boundary (by driving current along the lines of force) more quickly than it is dissipated inside the domain by resistive processes. The origin of magnetic helicity injection is connected with the electric current forced to flow along the magnetic field, generating perpendicular magnetic flux and causing the magnetic field lines to kink up, with a helical pattern. Magnetic flux, plasma current and magnetic energy are injected along with the magnetic helicity, and the reconnection processes convert part of the magnetic energy into kinetic energy of the magnetized plasma. If the helicity source (the SP discharge in the case of PROTO-SPHERA) is physically separated from the helicity sink (the ST of PROTO-SPHERA), a gradient in the relaxation parameter ( ∇µ = 0) appears: resistive MHD instabilities produce a helicity flow from regions of larger µ to regions of smaller µ. A diffusion coefficient or hyper-resistivity [11] was used as an ad hoc description of the helicity flux from source to sink.
Safety factor profile: comparison with TS-3 and Hill's vortex
The literature has considered the equilibrium of a completely relaxed state, enclosed within a perfectly conducting portion of sphere, with radius R sph , fed by two electrodes upon the polar caps:
• At the threshold, µR sph = 4.49, the well-known classical spheromak solution [12] (Hill's vortex) is obtained, with normal field component B ·n = 0 all over the sphere. However, the classical spheromak configuration, in the absence of a close fitting flux conserver, can be unstable to rotations and translations of the symmetry axis and is characterized by an MHD safety factor profile decreasing towards the edge (q axis ≈ 0.8, q edge ≈ 0.7).
• Beyond the threshold, µR sph > 4.49, open flux current flows around the ST. The Taylor's helicity injection theory [4] predicts that the configurations with µR sph > 4.49 are ideal MHD unstable.
• Below the threshold, µR sph < 4.49, a solution similar to PROTO-SPHERA is obtained. Open flux current flows from an anode on the top into a cathode on the bottom, through the hole of the ST (Taylor helicity drive).
The ideal stability threshold for PROTO-SPHERA (which will be described in section 7), being influenced by the absence of a conducting wall near the ST and by finite plasma pressure effects, can be far from the Hill's vortex threshold. It is nevertheless worthwhile to compare the TS-3 experimental results with the design scenario for PROTO-SPHERA having the Hill's vortex model as a background: this is done in figure 5 . The idea of the PROTO-SPHERA experiment is to drive the ST plasma, through a formation and compression scheme, towards a state not far from the stability threshold, while maintaining safety factor values inside it (q 0 ≈ 1 at the magnetic axis; q 95 ≈ 3 at the surface that contains 95% of the poloidal flux included within the magnetic separatrix) typical of spherical tokamaks with metal centrepost. The aim is that of controlling the flow of the magnetic helicity towards the magnetic axis of the ST, while avoiding the complete relaxation of the system [13] . It is to be noted that the higher compression of the SP, (ρ Pinch (0)/R sph ≈ 0.10) and the higher elongation of the ST (κ ≈ 2.3), designed for PROTO-SPHERA with respect to TS-3, are the main tools for obtaining a high MHD safety factor inside the ST. Moreover, Farengo and Caputi [14] have employed the principle of minimum energy dissipation, with the constraint of helicity balance, for calculating the safety factor profile of PROTO-SPHERA. They have found that monotonically increasing q-profiles can be obtained if the resistivity is minimum at the ST magnetic axis; whether this assumption is compatible with sustainment through magnetic relaxation (for an equilibrium supported by PF coils and in the absence of a flux conserver near the plasma) remains an open question to be settled by the experiment.
Relaxation parameter profile and power transfer efficiency
The SPHEX experiment at UMIST (Manchester) has explored ∇µ in a FCS, created by a magnetized coaxial plasma gun. In agreement with the results of SPHEX [15] , the PROTO-SPHERA equilibria, which will be presented in section 6, were calculated assuming that the ratio between the constant relaxation parameter µ SP in the SP and the volume averaged
ST in the ST is within the range 2.4 µ SP / µ ST 3.3. An 'effective loop voltage' can be defined as the one required to get the same helicity injection through ohmic heating:
, where the equality sign means perfect helicity transfer, ST is the toroidal flux within the ST, ψ inj the poloidal flux within the injector (SP) and V inj = V e the total voltage drop between the electrodes. For the Taylor helicity drive of PROTO-SPHERA the injector and the separatrix poloidal flux coincide, ψ inj = ψ X , as well as the injector and the electrode plasma current, I inj = I e . Therefore, the 'power transfer efficiency' is ε
Experimental results for the spherical tokamak HIT [16] , sustained by helicity injection showed that only 25% of the total injected power was not dissipated within the injector itself and that furthermore only 25% of that power went into the spherical tokamak current drive; therefore, ε ≈ 0.12 · µ ST /µ inj , with µ ST /µ inj ≈ 0.5. More recent results [17] for sustained high temperature (T e0 ≈ 110 eV) discharges of SSPX give ε ≈ 0.10· µ ST /µ inj , with µ ST /µ inj ≈ 0.5-1, and moreover it is found that the sheaths voltage drop (∼100 V) accounts for 70-80% of the total voltage drop between the electrodes. In agreement with the results of SSPX the power transfer efficiency for the helicity injection sustainment of PROTO-SPHERA will be estimated in section 6 as
5. The predictive equilibrium code for PROTO-SPHERA
Assumptions
A reconstructive MHD equilibrium code based upon spherical multipolar expansion has already been presented [18] , so only a few necessary details about its predictive version will be added in this paper. The main advantages of multipolar MHD equilibrium solvers with respect to finite element method MHD equilibrium solvers are the speed of the computations, due to the analytical basis functions, and the ease in introducing changes into the configuration, due to the geometrically fixed numerical mesh. The disadvantage is a larger inaccuracy in the solution, due to the multipolar truncation, a problem that does not exist in finite element method MHD equilibrium solvers [19, 20] , where careful placements of the finite elements can allow for greater numerical accuracy.
In the case of PROTO-SPHERA the plasma-electrode contact surfaces are cylindrical ribbons with radius R EL = 0.4 m and vertical width Z EL ≈ 3.0 cm (see figure 1) . Freeboundary equilibrium calculations, based on the poloidal flux ψ = B · d S p = 2πRA ϕ contained inside each magnetic surface (where R is the distance from the symmetry axis and A ϕ is the toroidal component of the vector potential), have been performed. The Grad-Shafranov equation
is solved under the following assumptions.
(i) The SP is a homogeneous force-free ( ∇p = 0, ∇µ = 0) plasma. Therefore [21] ;
inside the SP (0 < ψ < ψ X ), with ψ = 0 on the symmetry axis and ψ = ψ X at the embedded magnetic separatrix.
The total electrode plasma current I e as well as the kinetic pressure p edge inside the SP are inputs.
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(ii) The ST-SP interface is defined by the embedded separatrix (with non-orthogonal crossing of the separatrix tails, due to the presence of non-vanishing toroidal plasma current density j ϕ = 0 upon the regular X-points). The plasma current density is non-vanishing ( j = 0), within the volume bounded by the separatrix for the ST and within the volume limited by the electrodes for the SP (see figure 6 ). (iii) The kinetic plasma pressure p(ψ) and the normalized poloidal plasma current f (
where B ϕ is the toroidal component of the magnetic field and I dia the poloidal plasma current) are continuous at the ST-SP interface (ψ = ψ X ), whereas the total plasma current density j may have jumps at the ST-SP interface. (iv) Inside the ST (ψ X < ψ ψ max , where ψ max is the poloidal flux at the magnetic axis)
(v) The total toroidal plasma current flowing inside the ST, I ST , is an input, along with the total poloidal plasma beta inside the volume of the ST: 
Results
The iterative equilibrium calculation is performed in spherical coordinates (r, ϑ, ϕ), where the poloidal flux can be expanded, in terms of index-1 order-n axisymmetric spherical harmonics sin ϑP 
It is necessary to resort to a large number of spherical harmonics (N max = 40-50) in order to obtain a correct description of the SP. The highest value of the safety factor of the lines of force that can be calculated at the edge of the ST is q ψ ≈ 6, for |ψ − ψ X | ≈ 10 −3 ψ max . The rather high values of q 0 ≈ 0.94, at the magnetic axis, and of q min ≈ 0.88, at an intermediate radius, are due to very strong toroidal paramagnetism, which pushes the total toroidal magnetic field B ϕ at the position of the magnetic axis well beyond the value B ϕ0 due to the electrode plasma current I e alone, B ϕ (R axis )/B ϕ0 (R axis ) > 1. However, the region of strong shear at the edge starts at q 95 ≈ 2.6 (surface which contains 95% of the poloidal flux included within the magnetic separatrix) and is extremely narrow, as shown in figure 7 . The flux surface averaged [22] Different profiles for p(ψ) and f (ψ), explored in the appendix as apparently better suited to helicity injected equilibria, have much less shear near the edge. It is obvious that transport studies and detailed helicity injection models, not addressed in this paper, should be included to accurately predict the shape of the profiles.
Equilibrium formation and compression sequence for PROTO-SPHERA
Breakdown and sustainment of the stable SP
The force-free SP is formed by a hot cathode breakdown, following the method developed in PROTO-PINCH [6] . First, the cathode tungsten filaments are heated to 2600
• C in about 20 s, while the current in the PF-shaping coils of Group 'B' reaches its constant value I 'B' = 1875 A in less than 1 s (figure 8). Then a fast gas valve puffs Hydrogen through the hollow anode in order to fill the SP discharge region at a pressure p H ≈ 10 −3 -10 −2 mbar. Within less than 2 ms a total voltage V e ≈ 100-200 V is applied between the anode and the cathode, in order to obtain the SP breakdown. The SP ohmic dissipation, P 
where P = 3.8 eV and assuming 25% efficiency in the process, about 1.7 kJ of energy is needed. Given the inductance of the arc discharge L Pinch = 0.8 µH a further 0.3 kJ is needed for the magnetic energy. At the maximum voltage of the anode feeder (350 V), the power provided is 1.5 kJ ms −1 , during the I e current start-up. This means that the arc current can be raised to 8.5 kA in a few milliseconds. The electrode plasma current is then limited to I e 8.5 kA (figure 8), while the total toroidal current inside the force-free SP is I SP ϕ ≈ 3 kA, as calculated by the equilibrium solver. The SP discharge (see figure 9 ) is kink stable (q SP 2, µ SP ≈ 2.6 m −1 ). No current flows in the PF compression coils of Group 'A': this is exactly the configuration described in section 3, which will be tested in Phase II of the MULTI-PINCH experimental setup.
As the power required to maintain the kink-stable SP will be quite low (<1 MW), this discharge can be easily sustained for 1 s. In the scenario shown in figure 8 the stable SP is maintained for only 0.1 s. During this time interval it should be possible to increase or decrease the SP electron density, puffing with the fast gas valve through the hollow anode. This control tool would be quite useful should the best choice for the gas pressure at the SP breakdown turn out to be incompatible with the best choice for the electron density at the ST formation.
Start-up and ramp-up of the ST
Pushing the electrode plasma current up to I e = 60 kA (µ SP ≈ 18 m −1 ), on a time scale of about 500 µs ( figure 8(a) ), the SP goes kink unstable (q SP < 2). With a delay of about 100 µs S619 Figure 9 . Equilibrium of PROTO-SPHERA at the formation of the SP, with plasma electrode current I e = 8.5 kA.
also the current in the PF compression coils of Group 'A' starts to increase, reaching I 'A' ≈ 0.7 kA on a time scale of ≈1 ms ( figure 8(a) ). After a further delay of 100 µs the ST is formed, as in the TS-3 experiment [7] , compressed ( figure 8(b) ) and reaches I ST = 120 kA on a time scale of ≈1 ms ( figure 8(c) ). The success of the TS-3 formation scheme could have been due in part to the flux swing induced by the increase in the current in the PF compression coils. As a matter of fact, the PF compression coils flux swing available in PROTO-SPHERA provides a loop voltage V loop = 10 V, for about 1 ms. This flux swing alone should be able to push I ST up to 120 kA in about 1 ms, which is a figure easily achieved in spherical tokamak start-up in the absence of central solenoid flux [5] .
Assuming I e = 60 kA, Z eff = 2 and Coulomb logarithm ln = 10, the calculation (4) gives an increase from P . High-Z materials compose all the machine load assembly inside the vacuum vessel, and a baking system effective for removing water vapour is used [2] . The power lost through impurity radiation is calculated assuming a 1% impurity concentration and a cooling rate R(T e ) ≈ 10 −31 Wm 3 , which corresponds to the maximum cooling rate of oxygen. The resulting low-Z impurity power loss from the SP is P is provided, giving a total available power of 16 kJ ms −1 . This means that the ramp-up of I ST to 120 kA in about 1 ms is feasible.
Modelling of the ST
In order to design the formation and compression sequence, the performances of the closed flux surfaces ST plasma have been modelled under the following assumptions.
• The total energy confinement time inside the ST is evaluated from the semi-empirical Lackner-Gottardi Lmode plateau scaling [23] .
• The total helicity injection power required to sustain the ST (1) • The electron density is taken as the one corresponding to the maximum volume averaged electron density n e ST that makes the ideal MHD β limit compatible (which will be given in detail in section 7) with the LacknerGottardi L-mode plateau scaling; n e ST turns out to be much smaller than the Greenwald density limit [24] . 
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Design of the PROTO-SPHERA experiment
Time scale and formation sequence
The Alfvén time is calculated as τ A ≈ 0.55 µs; the resistive time is calculated as τ R ≈ 70 ms; therefore, the magnetic Lundquist number of PROTO-SPHERA should be S = τ R /τ A ≈ 1.2 · 10 5 ; a similar estimate for the data of TS-3 flux-core experiment gives S = τ R /τ A ≈ 9 · 10 3 . Magnetic reconnections are required to form the ST from the SP, if the current ramp-up is dominated by the helicity injection from the unstable SP. Therefore, the time required for the formation of PROTO-SPHERA must be extrapolated from the experimental results of the TS-3 flux-core spheromak using the reconnection time scale. The Sweet-Parker reconnection theory [25, 26] predicts that the reconnection time scales like S 1/2 τ A . TS-3 requires 80 µs to reach [8] a ratio I ST /I e = 50 kA/40 kA. The time scale for the formation of PROTO-SPHERA is estimated to be 210 µs, in order to reach the same current ratio I ST /I e = 75 kA/60 kA. As a consequence, a minimum time scale of 350 µs is required in order to reach I ST = 120 kA. Furthermore, accounting for the inductive flux delivered by the PF compression coils, the time evolution of the eddy current distribution over all the axisymmetric passive conductors inside the machine vacuum vessel (see figure 5 ) was calculated [2] to introduce a further 650 µs delay: therefore, a total time scale of 1 ms is required for achieving I ST = 120 kA.
The formation sequence starts 250 µs after the torus formation with I ST = I e /2 = 30 kA: the equilibrium ( figure 10(a) ) has an aspect ratio A = 1.80, an elongation κ = 2.17, a limited paramagnetic effect B ϕ (R axis )/B ϕ0 (R axis ) = 1.20, a toroidal pinch current I SP ϕ = 179 kA and a safety factor profile with q 0 = 1.2, q 95 = 3.4. The relaxation parameter in the pinch is µ SP R sph = 6 and its volume average inside the ST µR sph ST ≈ 2.5 (with R sph = 0.35 m). The formation sequence continues 500 µs after the torus formation with I ST = I e = 60 kA: the equilibrium has an aspect ratio A = 1.51, an elongation κ = 2.15, a relevant paramagnetic effect B ϕ (R axis )/B ϕ0 (R axis ) = 1.47, a toroidal pinch current I SP ϕ = 247 kA and a safety factor profile with q 0 = 1.1, q 95 = 2.9. The relaxation parameter in the pinch is µ SP R sph = 8 and its volume average inside the ST µR sph ST ≈ 3.1.
The formation sequence continues 1000 µs after the torus formation with I ST = 2I e = 120 kA: the equilibrium has an aspect ratio A = 1.32, an elongation κ = 2.16, a large paramagnetic effect B ϕ (R axis )/B ϕ0 (R axis ) = 2.1, a toroidal pinch current I SP ϕ = 310 kA and a safety factor profile with q 0 = 1.0, q 95 = 2.8. The relaxation parameter in the pinch is µ SP R sph = 10.5 and its volume average inside the ST µR sph ST ≈ 3.8. After this time-slice the flux swing available from the PF compression coils is almost completely exhausted and any further increase in the ST total toroidal current relies upon efficient helicity injection. The time scale for reaching the full current, I ST = 4I e = 240 kA, is estimated to be about 10 ms (which is shorter than the resistive time) from the results of helicity increase experiments in SSPX [17] and from the calculation of spheromak formation from instability saturation [27] : the equilibrium has an aspect ratio A = 1.21, an elongation κ = 2.35, a huge paramagnetic effect B ϕ (R axis )/B ϕ0 (R axis ) = 3.1, a toroidal pinch current I SP ϕ = 407 kA and a safety factor profile with q 0 = 1.0, q 95 = 2.7. The relaxation parameter in the pinch is µ SP R sph = 14 and its volume average inside the ST µR sph ST ≈ 4.2. The equilibrium is shown in figure 10(b) . It is possible that, after 10 ms, during the sustainment by helicity injection, the MHD activity does not settle into steady state but exhibits intermittent relaxations with toroidal number n = 1 (or with other low n numbers), with a period [27] shorter than the resistive time scale (70 ms). This would make the notion of axisymmetric equilibrium somewhat invalid during helicity driven operation.
It is to be noted that the equilibrium magnetic configuration proposed for the PROTO-SPHERA experiment is quite robust. Even without adding new power supplies, the PF compression coils belonging to Group 'A' are able to handle almost any changes in the internal plasma profiles, preserving both the SP shape near the electrodes as well as the spherical-tokamak-like safety factor profile in the ST (q 95 ≈ 3, q 0 1), even during the formation and compression phase. Therefore, the current of the compression PF coils I 'A' can be pre-programmed during the plasma current start-up and rampup and then feedback-controlled during the flattop. A more detailed analysis about the resilience of the PROTO-SPHERA equilibria is presented in the appendix.
Results of the ideal MHD stability analysis
Stability against loss of plasma configuration
As finite amplitude resistive MHD instabilities are required to produce the helicity flow from the SP to the ST, the combined PROTO-SPHERA configuration should be near the ideal MHD stability boundary in order to provide an intermittent mode with n = 1 [15] (or with other low n numbers). However, modes that would lead to loss of plasma configuration must be stable during operation: the simplest are the rigid vertical shift and the rigid tilt displacements. The result of their analysis is that the metal casings of the shaping PF coils are sufficiently thick as to stabilize the rigid vertical displacement of the ST during the formation phase. A further result is that the external field, produced by the PF coils, is such as to stabilize the rigid tilt displacement of the ST during the formation phase. The magnetic dipole moment of PF2 and PF3 divertor coils (see figure 3 ) provides the larger part of the plasma disc-shaping field near the electrodes. It can stabilize the rigid tilt instability, as it is aligned with the ST magnetic dipole moment and dominates over the opposite (destabilizing) dipole moment of PF1, PF5 and PF4.
Ideal MHD stability for low toroidal mode number
The more general issue of the ideal MHD stability of PROTO-SPHERA with respect to modes with low toroidal mode number (n = 0-3) has led to the development of a new finite element method stability code [20, 28] that will be fully presented in forthcoming papers, together with its results. Nevertheless, the ideal MHD stability results for PROTO-SPHERA can be summarized in the following way.
• The most relevant parameter appears to be the current ratio I ST /I e .
• The PROTO-SPHERA ST plasma-beta limit goes from β ST ∼ 25% to 30% at I ST /I e 1 down to β ST ∼ 14-16% for I ST /I e = 4, with small variations due to the internal profiles. It is to be noted that if the ST vacuum toroidal beta S621 
T0 > ST were to be used (where B T0 is the toroidal field generated by the longitudinal current I e flowing between the electrodes) the PROTO-SPHERA beta limit would correspond to β T0 = 25-30% for I ST /I e = 0.5 and to β T0 = 72-84% for I ST /I e = 4.
• Pressure-driven ideal MHD instabilities can appear inside the ST for I ST /I e < 3 (see figure 11 (a)).
• Beyond this level of I ST /I e , the driving term becomes the kink of the SP, which on its turn causes the tilt of the ST (see figure 11(b) ). In this latter case a too-strong instability of the SP could show up as an anode arc-anchoring, which is expected to reduce the available arc current I e : the onset of such a limit upon I e would imply a very hard limit upon I p .
Conclusions
The PROTO-SPHERA configuration is a FCS with the Taylor helicity drive [4] configuration, i.e. with the open flux current (SP) passing through the hole of the ST, from the injector anode on the top of the plasma into the cathode on the bottom. The idea is that this helicity drive may be less disruptive than the conventional geometry of a FCS formed by a coaxial plasma gun, where the current returns around the outside of the plasma but with an uncontrollable path, which implies field errors. Another feature is that, whereas FCS formation through magnetized plasma guns requires breakdown in small spaces, with high filling pressures and kilovolt voltages, PROTO-SPHERA will instead form at spherical-tokamak-like densities, with low voltage drop (≈ 200 V) between electrodes and will not undergo any expansion or acceleration. The advantage of this formation scheme may be that of avoiding the release of large amounts of neutrals and impurities and the amplification of field errors by large-scale plasma motion. From the MHD equilibrium point of view PROTO-SPHERA is formed in the absence of a nearby closed conducting shell by pulsing the compression PF coils, following the scheme pioneered by the TS-3 compression experiment [8] : the flux swing due to this pulsing alone should be able to push I ST up to 120 kA in about 1 ms. The PF coils were designed in order to obtain a high compression of the SP (ρ Pinch (0)/R sph ≈ 0.1) and the high elongation of the ST (κ ≈ 2.3); this should allow one to obtain a spherical-tokamak-like safety factor profile inside the ST: q 0 ≈ 1 and q 95 ≈ 3 during the whole compression phase. The equilibrium calculations show that the formation and compression of PROTO-SPHERA is quite robust and resilient to large changes in the internal plasma profiles, which can be controlled by limited changes in the current of the compression PF coils.
For the sustainment phase, numerical calculations [14] using the principle of minimum energy dissipation, with the constraint of helicity balance, show that monotonically increasing q-profiles (typical of spherical tokamaks) can be obtained inside the FCS surrounded by flux conserver, if the electrical resistivity is minimum at the symmetry axis and if the ratio between the constant relaxation parameter µ SP in the SP and the volume averaged relaxation parameter µ ST = µ 0 < j · B/B 2 > ST in the ST is in the range 2 µ SP / < µ > ST 4. Whether this safety factor profile is compatible with sustainment through magnetic relaxation (for an equilibrium supported by PF coils and in the absence of a flux conserver near the plasma) remains an open question [27] to be settled by the experiment, along with a number of other questions, which mainly deal with the physics at the interface between the ST and the SP. The ideal MHD stability properties of PROTO-SPHERA were calculated by a new finite element stability code. The result is that the most relevant parameter is the ratio I ST /I e : the configuration is ideal MHD stable up to a plasma beta in the ST β ST ∼ 25-30% at I ST /I e 1, but only up to β ST ∼ 14-16% at I ST /I e ∼ 4. At low ratio I ST /I e and at low β ST the dipole moment of the divertor PF coils, which provide the disc shape in front of the electrodes, is aligned (stabilizing) with the ST dipole moment and dominates over the opposite (destabilizing) dipole moment of the compression PF coils and therefore stabilizes the ST tilt instability. At high β ST the ST tilt instability is destabilized by an increased opposite dipole moment of the compression PF coils. At a high ratio I ST /I e the SP becomes kink unstable, due to its strong compression ρ Pinch (0)/R sph 0.1, and destabilizes the tilt of the ST.
The three major points that will be investigated on the PROTO-SPHERA experiment are whether the formation and compression scheme is effective and reliable, whether the combined configuration can be sustained in 'steadystate' by dc helicity injection (in the absence of a closed flux conserver near the ST) and finally how the energy confinement compares with the one measured on spherical tokamaks.
The MULTI-PINCH experimental setup is under construction in Frascati inside the START vacuum vessel: its design philosophy is such that, if the results concerning the SP breakdown and stability are satisfactory, PROTO-SPHERA can be obtained with a modular implementation of this experimental setup.
Appendix. Resilience of the PROTO-SPHERA equilibria to changes of the internal profiles
Any single PF coil of PROTO-SPHERA can be connected in principle to a dedicated power supply, but in practice it would be extremely difficult to provide an active equilibrium feedback during the fast formation phase (≈1 ms). The consequent choice of subdividing the PF coils in two groups, each composed of coils connected in series (see figure 3) , reduces the versatility of the experiment and therefore compels us to assess the resilience in the free boundary equilibria to the changes of the internal plasma profiles.
The SP must be an inhomogeneous force-free plasma, due to the open nature of its flux surfaces, but the stronger hypothesis of equation (3) that the relaxation parameter µ(ψ) is also constant inside the SP (homogeneous force-free plasma) can be removed. The first investigation of the equilibrium resilience, while keeping the functional forms of p(ψ) and f (ψ) unchanged inside the ST, introduces, inside the SP, a power exponent upon the normalized poloidal current:
with α = 2 representing the homogeneous force-free plasma of equation (3) . The result is that, in spite of large variations in the plasma current distribution internal to the SP (α = 1.5 to α = 3), the disc-shaped regions of the SP always fit the electrodes, mainly because the ST elongation does not depend upon the power exponent α. The second investigation of the equilibrium resilience is that of varying the functions p(ψ) and f (ψ) inside the ST, while assuming that the SP is a homogeneous force-free plasma (α = 2). The chosen parametric form is the one used for S623 the Chandrashekar-Kendall-Furth (CKF) configurations [29] , with the pressure profile such that the largest ∇p coincides with the largest ∇ µ : 
The dimensionless parameter h(0 h 1) controls the width of the profiles: both ∇p and ∇ µ are concentrated in the interval ψ X ψ ψ c , with
The parameter µ represents the drop in the relaxation parameter from the edge to the axis of the ST plasma: µ = µ edge − µ axis , and the parameter p the drop in the kinetic pressure from the axis to the edge of the ST plasma: p = p axis − p edge . The relaxation parameter µ(ψ) takes inside the SP the constant value µ SP = µ 0 I e /ψ X ;
it jumps to the value µ edge at the edge of the ST, then decreases to (µ edge − µ) in the interval ψ X ψ ψ c and finally remains constant at this value between ψ c and the ST magnetic axis ψ max .
Given the same current in the Group 'A' PF compression coils, the PROTO-SPHERA formation sequence computed with a peaked pressure profile-h = 0.9 and ( µ/µ edge ) = 0.5-is characterized by q 0 ≈ 2-2.5, in contrast with the formation sequence computed with the standard profiles of equation (4), which has q 0 ≈ 1. Nevertheless, the major difference is just the outer radius of the ST, which is smaller by only 3 cm in the former case (R sph ≈ 34 cm) with respect to the latter case (R sph ≈ 37 cm); very slight differences (3 mm) are instead obtained for the inner radius of the ST, ρ Pinch(0) . Table A1 summarizes the result that the scan of the parameters h and ( µ/µ edge ) has upon the 180 kA case. It is to be noted that in table A1 the current of the compression PF coils of Group 'A' was slightly changed, under the constraint of keeping as constant as possible the ST external radius R sph , exactly at the value obtained with the choice h = 0.9, ( µ/µ edge ) = 0.5: i.e. R sph ≈ 32 cm. The case with the standard functional forms (4) has instead a larger 
